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The study of science provides students with an opportunity to explore, question and respond to the 

world around them. Students begin to understand more about scientific curiosity and their own 

attitudes to what affects us – including what can’t be seen, felt, heard or touched but can  

be imagined.

Science: Hands-on projects features a wide variety of creative experiences to enhance the study 

of science. This hands-on approach offers an easy and accessible way to teach science and allows 

students to become actively involved in focused and powerful learning. Scientific explorations in 

matter, energy and force, living things and Earth and space can be used as springboards to further 

inquiry across the learning domains.

The four topic areas feature a number of activities that use an investigative approach focusing on:
 Engagement: instant stimulation of curiosity and raising questions for further inquiry

 Exploration: hands-on experience of phenomena and concepts

 Explanation: interpreting and modelling investigative skills and conceptual understandings

 Elaboration: reconstruction and extension of explanations and understandings  

through different modes of representing science ideas and findings

 Evaluation: evidence of revision and reflection  

on new understandings and skills.

Each activity has clear and easy-to-follow  

instructions with plenty of scope for expanding  

thinking and individual interpretation.

Teacher tips
This fully reproducible resource presents a practical and  

varied approach to investigating science in the classroom.  

The activities can be used to incorporate the study of  

specific scientific phenomena or as standalone investigations.

Investigations link to students’ prior knowledge. By associating  

the investigations with other units of study and encouraging students to  

actively participate, the learning will be more focused, relevant and powerful.

A short overview of each activity is provided, which can serve as background information for  

the investigations or as a springboard from which students may conduct further research.

While the activities require minimal materials, some preparation is beneficial. Organising a 

work space that is accessible and engaging will encourage and inspire students. Requirements for 

templates, materials and space should be determined before the class begins so that the sessions 

are focused and run smoothly.

Safety guidelines
Choose activities that are appropriate to the skill level of students, and ensure students are 

well supervised. Particular care should be taken if students are using materials such as sharp 

implements, chemicals or electrical appliances.
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Matter
Matter is anything that takes up space and has a mass.  
Along with energy, matter makes up everything in the universe.

To better understand matter we must investigate the properties  
of objects and materials, and the different states of matter.

When we change materials we actually change their properties. 

Teaching and learning opportunities
 Students explore different states of matter: solid, liquid and gas.

 Students learn about the changes that materials may undergo.

 Model-building activities allow students to see scientific principles in action.

 Students are encouraged to experiment with activity parameters to increase their 
understanding of the underlying scientific theories and concepts.

 Activities appeal to kinesthetic and visual learners.

The activities in this section focus on:

 Water

 Air

 Soil

 Gas
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Water cycle – möbius strip

The möbius strip illustrates the interdependence and continuity  
of the water cycle. Water is never lost; it only changes its form.  
A möbius strip is a continuous loop which has only one side  
and one edge. If you cut along the middle of the strip, you  
will not make two strips, but one long one. If you cut again,  
you will have two intertwined loops.

You will need
❉ a copy of the möbius strip template
❉ glue or tape
❉ scissors

Instructions
❉ Cut out the strip, then fold and glue it back to back  

down the centre line.
❉ Bring the ends together, twisting one end once only,  

and glue or tape both ends (0–X).
❉ Cut lengthways down the dotted line  

to form a longer loop.
❉ Cut lengthways again to form  

two intertwining loops.

 

Consider
Research the different states of water: solid, liquid, gas, vapour.
Examine water in all its different forms in your home.
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